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ON THE EXPONENT OF THE IDEAL CLASS GROUP OF Q(yf^d)

FRANCESCO PAPPALARDI

(Communicated by Dennis A. Hejhal)

Abstract. Let m(d) be the exponent of the ideal class group of Q(V^d),

we establish the bound m{d) > l0'°fcgd for almost all the discriminants d by

using uniform asymptotic formulas on the number of n < x for which there

exists a prime less than s for which n is a quadratic residue.

1. Introduction

Let d be a positive square-free integer and let m(d) denote the exponent

of the class group of Q(\f^d), i.e., m(d) is the least positive integer m , such
that xm — 1 for every x in the class group.

In 1972 D.W. Boyd and H. Kisilevsky (see [2]) proved that if the Extended
Riemann Hypothesis holds, then for any n > 0 and d sufficiently large,

\ogd
(1.1) m(d)>

(2 + n)loè\ogd

which of course implies that m(d) —► oo as d —> oo .

The goal of this note is to establish unconditional inequalities of the type

(1.1) for density-one sets of values of d. Before doing this, let us review the

method used by Boyd and Kisilevsky to prove (1.1).

First they noticed that if a is an integer of Q(y/—d) which is not in Z, then

N(a) > d/4 and that if p is a rational prime that splits in Q(\/-rf) and vj

is a prime ideal above p, then w m(¿) is a principal ideal (a) ; thus,

N(w)m{d) =pmW = N(a)m(d) > (dl*)m{d).

In conclusion,

(1.2) (t)"1      ^     P - {d/4)l/m{d)-

Then they proved that
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If the Extended Riemann Hypothesis holds, then, for any integer d, there

exists a prime less than log2+,i d for which -d is a quadratic residue and this
gives (1.1).

Now, let us take p = 3 and ask how often is a square-free d a quadratic
residue (mod 3)? This happens when d = 1 mod 3, and the density of such
if s is certainly positive

For a positive proportion of square-free integers d,

...     logd/4
m{d) * ToIF-

In general we will be able to prove that

Theorem 1.1. For any d < x there exists a prime < loga? for which -d is a

quadratic residue with at the most O f x1-^108'08*)-1 J exceptions.

This is a consequence of Theorem 2.1 below and by (1.2) implies

Theorem 1.2. For all discriminants d < x, we have that

...      logrf/4
m(d) >     °      ,

log log d

with at most O fx1-^10«10«*)   j exceptions.

2. The result

Let p(p) be any function of p with values in {±1}. For any integer n,
define

J?p(n) — min < p   p is prime and ( - ) = p(p) \ ■

For example J?\(n) is the least prime for which n is quadratic residue and

Let Ki(x, s) (respectively, K2(x, s)) be the set of numbers (respectively,
square-free numbers) n up to x such that Jfp(n)> s. We have that

Theorem 2.1. Let ki(x, s) = \Ki(x, s)\ and k2(x, s) = \K2(x, s)\. Then

/ x    i /      x       x   T-r /,     1      2\     „(ee^\o£s\(a) ̂ 'i) = ̂ n(1+p-^J+°(-w-J;
n*   i /      n     6   *~Tt(*        l   \    ^fxi/2ee^\
(b)   k2(x,s) = ^5-;rTT        1 +-r   +Ohrrr¡-
KJ K        '       Ä2 2»(i)ll\v        p+lj V27r(s)l0g5y

uniformly with respect to s (where as usual n(s) and 6(s) are respectively the

number of primes up to s and the sum of the logarithms of the primes up to s).

Proof. Let us define P to be the product of all primes up to s. We will start
by proving (b).

(b) In order for a square-free number n < x to be in K2(x, s), one must

have (p) = 0 or -p(p) for all primes p up to í . For any divisor Q of P,
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let Aq be the set of n £ K2(x, s) such that

(-) = 0 for any p \Q    and    Í ̂ J = -p(p) for any p -=.

Clearly

(2.1) K2(x,s)=\z)   AQ
Q\P

where the union is disjoint. Note also that

(2.2)

\AQ\=#\n<?r    (n, Q) = 1 ,n square-free, f-J=-f~J for any/? — i

= Y*^\n - ñ I (n ' ß) = 1 ' " square-free,

n = &(mod q¡), i= 1,... , r i

where we have put ^ = qi • • • qt and ¿2 * means that the sum is extended to

all the i-tuples (gi, ... , gt), g, being a congruence class mod q¡ such that

te)=-**> (s) •
By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, for each ¿-tuple (gi, ... , gt), there

exists a unique congruence class M - M(g\,... , gt)  (mod£) such that

n = gi (mod q¡), V/ = 1,... , t     <^=>     heM   mod— J.

Therefore (2.2) equals

(2.3)    Y *# \n ^ 7)    (n,Q) = l,n square-free, n = M (mod^ |.

Now we need the following two lemmas:

Lemma 2.2. Let Ri, R2, R$ be positive integers with (R\, R-¡) = (R2, R-¡) = 1,
and define

BRl,R2,R,(y) = #{n<y | (n,R{) = l, n = R2 (modR3)}.

Then, uniformly with respect to R\, R2, R3 <y, we have

BRl,R2,R}(y) = y^ + 0(u(Ri)),

where û(Ri) is the number of square-free divisors of Ri.

Lemma 2.3. Let Q\, Q2, Q3 be positive integers with (Q\, Q2) = (Q2, Ô3) =
1, and define

cQuQi,QÂz) = #{" <z\n square-free,  (n, Qi) = 1, n = ß3 (modß2)}.
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Then, uniformly with respect to Qi, Q2, Qj < z, we have

*.*.»(*>-¿*g$ n (i-^'+o^e,,).

Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 are due, respectively, to Cohen (see [3]) and to Landau

(see pp. 633-636 of [6]). Their version is slightly less general, though the proof

is similar. One might think that a stronger version of Lemma 2.2, say valid on

a range of R\ of the same order of the range given by the Brun's Sieve, would

yield a better error term in Theorem 2.1. On the contrary, it will become clear

how this is not influential to the main goal of our discussion.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. We have that

BRl,R2,R,(y) = Yli(d)#{n^y I d\n, and n = R2 (modRi)}

= Y M* {n < £ |  n s R2d* (modRi)} = Y f*(d)
d\Rt d\R¡

dRi

where d* is the unique congruence class mod R3 defined by dd* = 1 mod A3

(such a class exists since we have assumed that (R\, R-$) = and d\Rj). Finally

BRl,R2,Ri(y) = Yß(d)(^ + 0(l))=y^ + 0(u(Rl)).   D

d\R, V       3 ' '    3

Proof of Lemma 2.3. This is based on the identity

ß2(n) = Yß(d).
d*\n

We have that

cQx,q.2,qAz)=     Y    02(») =      Y     ^(d)

("■0|)=l (<í.(2i)=(í.Qi)=]

=    Y   m    Y    »
w.öi )=(-*. o2)-i t*.ef)-i

ó=Q¡d'2  (modQ2)

=       Y      ß(d)BQl,Q^,Q2(z/d2)

(<*.Ci)=(<i.e2)=|

where the condition (Q2, Qj) — 1 implies (d, Q2) = 1 and d* has the same

meaning as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. Now apply Lemma 2.2 and get that
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(2.4) equals

s *<«>(¿fl+0«>H
(d,Q¡Q2)=\

z<p(Q\)   y   ß(d) , „I v- Z(PÍQ\)

d=\
(d,QtQ2)=l

t f+»EShMe>&   tí   ¿2     lÄ.^ö'fc

and since clearly ^^ < #(ßi) and

^    ~W = ^2   I].   (l - p~2 )    >
<i=1 PIÖ1Ö2

the claim is deduced.    D

Now we can apply Lemma 2.3 to (2.2) with Qi = Q, Q2 = P/Q, Qi = M,
and z = x/Q. Note that the number of summands in (2.3) is <p(^)/&(^) ;

therefore,

1 / /     x 1/2

A^_ n fi 4. IV1 ÉÍO)  , „ f*'/2    Û2(Q)    es^\
n2 2«W Aj V      W        ß \,2»W ß»/2c»(ß) log 5,/ '

where we just noticed that û(P) = 2*^ and <p(P) < ^ . Now use (2.1) and

get

(2.5)

k2(x,s) = Y\AQ\
Q\P

6 x nil i M'V^ i nf*172gg(,) v ^2(Q) ̂
- W2 2*(*) 11 V   +W     q\   Q [2^logs^pQ^(Q)J

The last identity follows since 2^ei/> q^MO) converSes as s -> oo. This con-

cludes the proof of (b).
(a) This is simpler than (b).   For any Q\P, define Aq to be the set of

n £ Ki(x, s) such that

( - ) = 0 for any p \Q    and     ( - j = -p(p) for any p
P_

Q
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Again

(2.6) kl(x,s) = Y\¿Q\>
Q\p

and now

Mel = ¿#{"^í |»3«(modft),i = l,... ,t\

= E*#{"^§    « = M(mod^)|

where the g¡, i - I, ... , t and M = M(g\, ... , gt) are defined as above.

Now apply Lemma 2.2 with R\ - Q, R2 = M, i?3 = P/Q, and y = & and get

Finally by (2.6),

MJt,i)-2-«(jcn(l-J)(

=2-«w ( * n Í1+- - A )+° (^e(i) w*) ]

which is the claim of (a).    D

Note that if we let ko(x, s) be the number of primes / < x for which
^,(/) > s, then by the same method of Theorem 2.1 and by the Bombieri-

Vinogradov Theorem (see [1]) one can prove that uniformly for í < log*,

;   /        \      n(x)

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We want to estimate

(2.7) #{d<x | ,#(</)> log*/}

where we write ^#(i/) for ^,(¿) with p(p) = (=^j .  Note that, since the

contribution for d < xl/2 is 0(xl/2), we have that (2.7) equals

# \d : x1'2 <d<x\ Jf(d) > logd} + 0(xx'2)

(2.8) ( , 1
< # i d < x | ^f(rf) > x logx [ + 0(x1/2).

Now apply Theorem 2.1(a) with s = j logx and get that (2.8) is < ; then

2-"(è'»«*)(xloglogx + e0(ito«Jc))(loglogx)3)

•C xexp(-yllogx/loglogA:)

where we took A < A log 2, say, and this proves the claim.    D
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3.   CONCLUSIONS

Although in Theorem 1.1 we consider discriminants of imaginary quadratic
fields which are by definition squarefree numbers, statement (b) of Theorem 2.1

does not give anything more than statement (a). This is due to the fact that the
set of square-free numbers has nonzero density.

Theorem 2.1(b) can be improved using a version of Lemma 2.3 in which the

error term depends on ß2 . The last has been obtained by K. Prachar in [7] for

the case ßi - 1, and his proof can adapted to show the following:

Lemma 3.1. With the same notation of Lemma 2.3 we have that, uniformly with
respect to the parameters,

cq¡,q2,q}(z)=-2zq^ 11 [i-¿s)
-i

p\QiQ2

+0^mo+^ym^y

Corollary 3.2. With the same notation as above, we have that

M*,*)42^n(i+FTï)

+ 0((P'xl'2     +e^2)^)

+ u\\2*(*)eW /log*/-

Proof. It is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1(b), but in this case we have

6   x   y,/, ,  iylû(Q)

wtoü(,+¿) e

+

and therefore

n((x^Q^ ( û(P)Ql'2\     PV2Û(P)\     Û(Q)    e^\
U\\QV2pi/4 \u^) + û{Q)pi/2J + ßi/2d(ß); 2*l»f(Q)\ogs)

^,S)=EMei-^n(i%4r) +
Q\P p<s

ir?/7Wy       Û2(Q) Û(P) v Q}l*
\ V1/4 \w ö1/2_1/4^ö)    P"1 fa f (ß)

+ pxH(P)T_Î_I    e6{s)

[  )faQl'2<p(Q))2«M\oês

ni 2*w 11 vx + p + i ) + u \\es(s)ß ^e ) 2«(*)logs,
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The last identity, because both the series Y.q\p Qm\(Q) and T,q\p QJ-$l{Q)

converge as 5 -+ oo and f¡^ Y.q\p $gy . is o(l).    D

A general form of Theorem 1.1 can also be proved.

Theorem 3.3. Let km(x, s) be the number of m-free numbers n up to x for

which J?p(n) > s. Then, uniformly with respect to s and m < <Js,

+ o (i xl/m   + eeMmm*w\     em     \
VIee^lml J 2*Mlogs) '

where Ç(s) is the Riemann zeta function.

The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 1.1 and uses an m-free version

of Lemma 3.1 that is also in [7]. The results of Prachar have been improved by

Hooley in [4], making possible another small improvement of Theorem 2.1.

It may be asked whether the approach of Boyd and Kisilevsky can be extended

to other classes of fields. If K is Galois over Q with discriminant dx , then

the condition (=4) = l in Q(\/-¿?) is analogous to the condition that p splits

completely in K/Q. It has been proven by Lagarias, Montgomery, and Odlyzko
in [5] that, assuming the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, the least such p is

< (logi/jc)2. The second ingredient of Boyd and Kisilevsky's approach is the

inequality

N(a) » dK

for all a £ Ok\Z . In any field with infinitely many units (i.e., not quadratic

imaginary), such an inequality is violated infinitely often. Therefore, no direct

extension of this method seems immediate.
Finally we point out that the large sieve implies that

1    / x X+S2ki(x, s) «-=-.
s/ log s

Therefore, if s = s(x) is any function tending to infinity as x —► oo, such that

s(x) - 0(y/x), then for all but 0(x log2 s/s) discriminants d < x, we have

(3.1) e(d)>   l0èd
logs(x)

The bound in (3.1) is worse than the one in Theorem 1.2 but holds for a
larger range of 5.
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